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Abstract. Spell checking is no longer considered a big challenge for natural language pro-
cessing, at least regarding the task of correcting documents during edition. Nevertheless, 
without human interaction, it is necessary to automatically choose the word that will more 
likely correct the misspelled word. Also, there is a further difficulty for spell checking: new 
types of errors on the web material have emerged due to the increasing participation of gen-
eral public, especially when expressing opinions, feelings and requests, which take many 
characteristics from the spoken language. This paper presents the first efforts towards a new 
Brazilian Portuguese (BP) spell checker to deal with the challenges that emerged in the au-
tomatic processing of a web corpus, including a new phonetic algorithm to specifically ad-
dress spelling correction in BP. The speller proposed here is able to correct 16% more 
words than Aspell, in a web corpus composed of reviews of products. 
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1 Introduction 
Spell checking is no longer considered a big challenge for natural language processing, at least regarding 
the task of correcting documents during edition. In the last decade, however, some researches have revis-
ited the spell checking issue motivated by web applications such as search engines [1] [2]; security access 
using passphrases [3] and web-as-corpus normalization [4]. These applications require automatic spelling 
correction, meaning that a list of suggestions, which are usually provided by traditional spell checkers for 
human users, is not sufficient. Without human interaction, it is necessary to automatically choose the 
word that will more likely correct the misspelled word. 
There is a further difficulty for spell checking: new types of errors on the web material have emerged 
due to the increasing participation of user-generated content (UGC) [13], especially when expressing 
opinions, feelings and requests. These errors occur because in these situations a less formal language, 
which takes many characteristics from the spoken language, is normally used. One tendency, for example, 
is to write words as they are pronounced, omitting non-pronounced letters and changing letters to reflect 
their true pronunciation. These modifications in the written language are errors from the standard lan-
guage point of view and represent noise for NLP tools designed to process corpus, since they are usually 
trained to deal with well-written texts. Therefore, many spell checkers satisfactorily used to correct doc-
uments are not efficient at automatically correcting errors of this nature. 
In order to overcome such shortcomings of traditional spell checkers in web corpus normalization, we 
foresee two main challenges. The first one is to improve the heuristics to rank the candidates for the cor-
rection of the misspelled word increasing the likelihood of first guess accuracy (i.e. when the first word 
ranked is the correct). The other is to ascertain the rules that govern the recurrent “errors” encountered in 
web content and tackle them together with other language-dependent phonetic rules. 
This paper presents the first efforts towards a new Brazilian Portuguese (BP) spell checker to deal with 
the challenges that emerged in the automatic processing of web corpus, including a new phonetic algo-
rithm to specifically address spelling correction in BP. As far as we are aware, there is neither a phonetic 
algorithm addressed to correct Brazilian Portuguese (BP) misspellings nor a set of rules that govern “er-
rors” in BP typical from the web environment. Aiming to bridge these gaps, we first analyzed a sample of 
misspelled words from a web corpus and designed a set of phonetic rules that are being computationally 
implemented. Here we present some experiments we performed as well as the promising initial results 
from the first version of the phonetic speller for BP. 
2 Incorporating phonetic knowledge to spellers  
A typical spell checking consists of: 1) detecting the spelling error, 2) generating candidates for cor-
recting the error and 3) ranking the candidates. 
A spelling error is detected when a word of the text does not match a word of the lexicon used to rep-
resent the language. Thus, the identification of spelling errors is sensitive to the size of such lexicon. The 
larger the lexicon, the lower the risk of considering as an error a word that does belong to the language. 
Conversely, the larger the lexicon, the higher the risk of a misspelled word coincide with an existing 
word, causing a real error not be identified. In addition, the larger the lexicon, the greater the number of 
candidates for the correction (there are too many similar words), making it more difficult to rank the can-
didates and to hit the first suggestion. 
The generation of candidates is more complex. The most used method to generate candidates is edition 
distance [5]. It counts the differences between two strings, including substitutions, insertions and dele-
tions. The metrics to calculate distance between two strings often compute the distance in the keyboard 
when two strings differ from each other by one character only. 
Ranking the candidates is the most complex task, the subjacent question to the list of candidates is: 
which is the probability of each one to be the intended right word? Generally, spelling checkers select the 
option with the smallest distance from the misspelt word combined with frequency information. Besides 
frequency information and the distance between letters in the keyboard, other important criterion is the 
information about phonetic similarity. 
Phonetic based spell checkers are language dependent, but some cross-linguistic phonetic features 
make them partially reusable in proximal languages. Soundex [6], an algorithm developed to deal with 
names misspellings in the American census, has been employed to improve many spell checkers. The 
shortcomings of Soundex are largely discussed, as well as the modifications proposed to overcome them 
[7], [8]. Other algorithms have been developed to deal with English spell checking, as Phonix [9], Editex 
[10] and Phonetex [11]. However, as far as we know, there is no algorithm specially designed to contem-
plate phonetics of Portuguese language. Martins & Silva [1] have observed such lack when they devel-
oped a new spell checker for a search engine. 
2.1 Rules for phonetic-motivated spelling errors in Brazilian Portuguese 
In order to evidence the relevance of phonetic knowledge for the spelling correction of a web corpus, we 
conducted two evaluation processes. In the first one, we used the automatic error correction provided by 
the free and open source spell checker Aspell1 for Portuguese in a corpus extracted from the site 
Buscapé2.  Such corpus is composed of 85,910 reviews of products, containing 4,097,905 tokens and 
68,633 types. 
After removing stop words, it remained 63,917 types, from which 34,775 were not recognized in the 
Unitex-PB lexicon3. If we disregard diacritics, further 3,652 words were recognized, considering only the 
first hint provided by Aspell. From the remaining 31,123 words, we selected the 5,775 ones that occurred 
more than two times in the corpus for an in-depth analysis. Through a double blind annotation task, we 
separated the misspelling cases from out-of-vocabulary words (mostly acronyms, proper names, internet 
slang and foreign words currently used in BP). The 1,323 cases of misspelling were analyzed to inform 
the development of the spelling checker reported herein. From these, 791 are typing problems, 454 are 
phonetic-motivated problems, 64 are misused diacritics and 14 are problems related to the new ortho-
graphical rules, mostly related to the use of hyphen in compounds. 
Indeed, this experiment reinforced the weakness of a general purpose spell checker for some kinds of 
spelling errors. Moreover, it was evidenced that without appropriate phonetic information of BP, several 
corrections do not succeed. For example, Aspell corrects the word “expanção” to “expunção”, although 
the intended word is, undoubtedly, “expansão”. The problem is more complex when a sound may be rep-
resented both by one or two letters (digraphs), as “x” and “ch”, increasing the distance between the wrong 
and the correct strings. 
In BP, unlike in English, the vowels pronunciation is predictable in almost all cases, thus we argue that 
there is no reason to omit them in BP as it is proposed by Soundex algorithm. The clusters of sounds of 
                                                          
1 http://aspell.net/ 
2 http://www.buscape.com.br/ 
3 http://www.nilc.icmc.usp.br/nilc/projects/unitex-pb/web/dicionarios.html 
consonants that alternate are slightly different from English too. Therefore, we gathered letters and di-
graphs representing the same phonetic value in BP and assigned them the same code. 
This analysis originated the phonetic-motivated spelling rules for BP (BP-Rules) presented in Table 1. 
The last columns contain some examples of intended words and the corresponding misspelled versions, 
which are covered by the rules. This rule set is not complete. Some other rules have been formulated but 
as they were not evaluated yet, they are not presented here. 
Whenever the expression in the column “Condition” of Table 1 occurs, the letters in bold are substitut-
ed by the code of the respective row. In other words, for example, considering the first row of Table 1, we 
can see that if it occurs ‘ca’, co’, ‘cu’, ‘k’, ‘qu’ or ‘q’, the letters in bold is substituted by the number one 
(code 1). The regular expressions in the column “Regular Expression” follow the POSIX Extended Regu-
lar Expression (POSIX-ERE). 
So, to figure out how the conversion of letters into code works, and how it helps while searching for 
the best candidate, consider the following example, which shows the application of rules to the wrong 
input word and to one candidate (the correct word): 
 
Input wrong word: “excessão” 
Phonetic word-codes: {} 
Initial word-code: “excessao” 
First translation: xc (followed by e or i)  2 
Word-code: e2essao 
Phonetic word-codes: {e2essao} 
Next translation: ss  2 
Word-code: exce2ao 
Phonetic word-codes: {e2essao, exce2ao} 
 
Candidate word: “exceção” 
Phonetic word-codes: {} 
Initial word-code: “exceçao” 
First translation: xc (followed by e or i)  2 
Word-code: e2eçao 
Phonetic word-codes: {e2eçao} 
Next translation: ç  2 
Word-code: exce2ao 
Phonetic word-codes: {e2eçao, exce2ao}
Therefore, applying the translation rules presented in Table 1, it is possible to generate the same code 
for an input wrong word and the most close candidate words, according to phonetic properties. In the 
above example it is possible to see that the final obtained sets of phonetic word-codes have one identical 
code which is “exce2ao”. It makes possible to recognize one good candidate for correction. 
Table 1. Phonetic-Motivated Rule Set (BP-Rules) for Correcting Spelling Erros in BP 
Code Condition Regular 
Expression 
Examples  
1 c (followed by a, o, u); 
k; qu; q 
c[aou] | k | qu | q casa/kasa; kalunga/calunga; qua-
tro/cuatro; queijo/keijo 
2 ç; c (followed by e, i); s 
(initial followed by e, i; 
final or followed by con-
sonant); ss; sc (followed 
by e or i); xc (followed by 
e or i); z (final); x (fol-
lowed by consonant) 
ç | c[ei] | ^s[ei] | s$ 
| s[^aeiou] | ss | sc[ei] 
| xc[ei] | z$ | 
x[^aeiou] 
maçã/massã; face/fasse; selado-
ra/celadora; atrás/atrás; massa/maça; 
fascinante/facinante; exceção/esseção; 
rapidez/rapidez; extremo/estremo  
3 ch; sh; x (followed by 
vowel) 
ch | sh | x[aeiou] chinelo/xinelo; show/xou; faxi-
na/fachina 
 
4 s (non-initial, followed 
by vowel and not preceded 
by n, l, s); x (followed by 
vowel); z 
[^nls]s[aeiou] | 
x[aeiou] | z 
peso/pezo; exame/exame; fazen-
da/fazenda 
5 g (followed by e, i); j 
(followed by e, i) 
g[ei] | j[ei] geada/jeada; mágica/májica; berinje-
la/berinjela; canjica/cangica 
6 e (final); es (final); i 
(final), is (final) 
 
e$ | es$ | i$ | is$ contente/contenti; contentes/contentis; 
incontinenti/incontinente; incontinen-
tis/incontinentes 
7 o (final); os (final); u 
(final); us (final) 
o$ | os$ | u$ | us$ queijo/queiju; queijos/queijus 
8 l (preceded by vowel [aeiou]l[^aeiou] | benefício/benefícil; caldo/caudo; foga-
and not followed by vow-
el); u (preceded by vowel 
and not followed by vow-
el); o (final) 
[aeiou]u[^aeiou] | 
o$ 
réu/fogarel 
 
9 r (non-initial and fol-
lowed by vowel); rr 
.r[aeiou] | rr tenro/tenrro; terra/tera 
 
10 pi (followed by conso-
nant); p (followed by con-
sonant); pe (followed by 
consonant) 
pi[^aeiou] | 
p[^aeiou] | 
pe[^aeiou] 
opinião/opnião; opção/opição; 
pneu/peneu 
 
11 d (followed by conso-
nant); de; di 
d[^aeiou] | de | di advogado/adevogado; adquirir/adiquirir 
12 ei (followed by r, j, x); 
e (followed by r, j, x) 
ei[rjx] | e[rjx] cheiro/chero; queijo/quejo; quei-
xo/quexo 
 
13 g (followed by conso-
nant); gui 
g[^aeiou] | gui ignição/iguinição; indig-
nação/indiguinação 
 
14 b (followed by conso-
nant); bi 
b[^aeiou] | bi objeto/obijeto; óbito/obto 
 
15 n (non-followed by 
vowel); m (non-followed 
by vowel) 
n[^aeiou] | 
m[^aeiou] 
tanto/tamto; tampa/tanpa; sem/sen 
 
16 x (final or followed by 
vowel); cs; cç; quis; quiç; 
ques 
x$ | x[aeiou] | cs | 
cç | quis | quiç | ques 
durex/dureques; hexa/hecsa; ta-
xi/taquisi; nexo/necsu; fúcsia/fuxia; 
facção/faquição  
 
17 a, e, i, o, u (initial); ha, 
he, hi, ho, hu (initial) 
^[aeiou] | 
^h[aeiou] 
haste/aste; hóstia/óstia; hérnia/érnia; 
umidade/humidade 
Table 2 shows the main differences between the two phonetic algorithms Soundex and BP-Rules. Due 
to such differences, BP-Rules is more restrictive and offer fewer suggestions than Soundex, but one ex-
pects that, when a suggestion is offered, it is usually correct. 
Table 2. Differences between Soundex and BP-Rules 
SOUNDEX BP-RULES 
Encodes consonants according to their articulation 
point 
Encodes consonants that alternate to represent a same 
sound in Portuguese  
Disregards the vowels, except when they are the first 
letter 
Fixes the vowels, except when a rule deals with specif-
ic vowels 
Assigns one code per consonant Assigns one code per consonant or group of consonants 
representing a same sound (digraphs) 
2.2 Comparing First Hit Accuracy of Three Methods 
The second experiment compared the first hit accuracy obtained by three ranking methods applied over 
the list of candidates with Levenshtein [5] edition distance. The first one is the ranking by frequency only, 
the second uses frequency combined with Soundex and the third one uses frequency combined with BP-
Rules. The purpose of the experiment is not to choose the better method, but to investigate how much 
each method contributes to the correction of the same set of 1323 misspelled words. Table 3 presents the 
number of hits and misses of each method, as well as the number of times no suggestion is presented.  
 Table 3. Comparing First Hit Accuracy of Three Methods (Total 1323 misspelled words) 
 
Number of 
Suggestionss 
% of 
suggestions 
over total  
misspelled 
words 
% of 
correctly 
suggested  
words 
Total of 
corrected 
words 
% of corrected words 
over total mispelled 
words 
Levenshtein 
without 
phonetic 
1294 98.00 41.49 537 40.59 
Levenshtein 
with 
Soundex 
1153 87.15 48.57 560 42.33 
Levenshtein 
with BP-
Rules 
309 23.35 71.20 220 16.63 
We observed in Table 3 that the ranking only by word frequency presents suggestions for 98% of the 
misspelled words, but has low precision (only 41.49% of the suggestions are correct). On the other hand, 
BP-rules is the most restrictive, as it presents suggestions only for 23.35% of the misspelled words, but 
has the better precision (71.20% of its suggestions are correct). Soundex is less restrictive than BP-rules 
and presents the second best precision. The phonetic algorithms (Soundex and BP-Rules) are designed 
only for phonetic-motivated errors, so it is expected they have no suggestion in cases of typing errors. 
These results lead us to conclude that, in a pipeline using the three methods to rank candidates, we should 
prioritize those presenting better precision, i.e., first BP-rules, followed by Soundex. In case both phonet-
ic algorithms fail to present a suggestion, the speller selects the candidate first ranked considering only 
frequency. 
 
 
Fig. 1: Intersection Sets of First Hit (Levenshtein alone, Soundex, BP-Rules) 
Figure 1 shows the contribution of each method individually and the intersection sets between them. 
We conclude that: 1) the phonetic algorithms do improve the results; 2) BP-Rules and Soundex do not 
substitute each other; 3) the three methods present exclusive contributions, thus, when combined, they can 
lead to a better result than individually (800 corrected words from a set of 1323 misspellings, i.e. 
60.46%). 
3 A Phonetic-based Speller for Brazilian Portuguese 
The experiments from the last section have motivated the proposal for a phonetic-based speller for BP 
that combines (a) the Unitex-PB Lexicon for detecting a misspelled word; (b) the traditional Levenshtein 
method of edition distance to gather a set of candidates to correct the misspelled word; (c) corpus-based 
frequency information to rank the candidates (d) the Soundex algorithm; and (e) BP-Rules. The word 
frequency information for (c) was extracted from a huge corpus of BP, the Corpus Brasileiro4. The candi-
dates are generated by calculating the Levenshtein edition-distance between the input word and all the 
words from the lexicon, through a dynamic programming technique. 
The list of suggestions is used as base for BP-Rules and Soundex algorithms. The ranking based only 
in frequency is used exclusively when both phonetic algorithms (from BP-Rules and Soundex, in this 
order) fail to match a word of the list. The edition distance is the only method able to correct typos (sub-
stitution or inversion of letters, insertion of wrong letters and suppression of letters non-related to phonet-
ic features). 
The speller steps are presented in Figure 2. Indeed, this represents a method for combining algorithms 
and linguistic resources, which can be changed for others. The input is a word and the output, the ex-
pected correct word. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. A method for a Phonetic-based Speller 
The steps 4 and 5 deserve a better description. They are related to how the phonetic codes are gen-
erated and compared. Given the input wrong word and the list of candidates (already ranked by frequen-
cy), each rule presented in Table 1 is applied, and each substitution generates one more phonetic word-
code. So the algorithm for the step 4 can be summarized as indicated in Figure 3. 
 
For each CANDIDATE_WORD  
For each RULE  
INPUT_WORD_CODES  apply RULE to INPUT_WORD 
CANDIDATE_WORD_CODES  apply RULE to CANDIDATE_WORD 
If (any CODE in INPUT_WORD_CODES = any CODE in CANDIDATE_WORD_CODES)  
Return CANDIDATE_WORD as CORRECTION 
 
Fig. 3. Algorithm for Step 4 of Figure 2 
 
 
The Step 5 corresponds to the application of Soundex algorithm and it is simpler than the previous 
one. For the input word and for each candidate word it is created only one code. 
4 Evaluation 
The second experiment of Section 2 was repeated, for the same set of 1323 misspelled words obtained 
from a web corpus, in order to evaluate the proposed method combining the three algorithms. Table 4 
shows the accuracy figures for the new spell checker and for Aspell. The column “Correct” indicates how 
many times the first suggestion obtained from each speller was the correct word, whose judgment was 
performed by humans. The column “Incorrect” shows how many times the speller suggested an incorrect 
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1. Verifies whether the typed word belongs to the Unitex-PB. If it does not belong, goes to Step 2 
2. Applies Levenshtein distance between the input word and all the words present in the lexicon (Keep 
suggestions with edition distance = 1,2,3,4) 
3. Ranks the suggestions by frequency, using the frequency of words in the Corpus Brasileiro 
4. Applies PT-Rules: 
a. Generates a phonetic code for the input wrong word 
b. Generates a phonetic code for each word of the list of suggestions 
c. If the phonetic code of a suggestion matches the phonetic code of the wrong word (in 
descending frequency order), such word is selected as the right word for the error correction 
5. Applies Soundex if no suggestion matches the code of PT-Rules 
a. Generates Soundex code for the input wrong word 
b. Generates Soundex code for each word of the list of suggestions 
c. If the phonetic code of a suggestion matches the Soundex phonetic code of the wrong word (in 
descending frequency order), such word is selected as the right word for the error correction 
6. Selects the most frequent word from the list of suggestions if no suggestion matches the Soundex code. 
 
word as the first suggestion. In the last column, the number of cases for which no suggestion was present-
ed.  
 
Table 4. Accuracy numbers for the Phonetic-based Speller and Aspell (Total 1323 misspelled words) 
 Correct Incorrect No suggestion 
Phonetic-based 
Speller 
866 (65.46%) 452 (34.16%) 5 (0.38%) 
Aspell 621 (46.94%) 654 (49.43%) 48 (3.63%) 
The proposed method is able to correct 16% more words than Aspell, which is an encouraging result 
considering that only part of BP-rules have been implemented until this moment. 
The five cases of “No suggestion” are due to the lack of words in the lexicon, as for example 
“recomendadíssimo” and due the fact the speller does not tackle cases of multi-words like “não-
autorizada”. 
We have also analyzed specifically the phonetic-based errors, looking for what is the most important 
rule and in how many cases the speller was able to detect and correct the error. It was observed that the 
rule of code 2 is the most important, errors involving the graphemes handled by this rule are the most 
frequent. While 220 wrong words were tackled by applying the rule of code 2, for all the remaining rules 
there are less than 50 occurrences related to each one, and for some of them there is no occurrence, like 
for rules of codes 13 and 14. 
5 Conclusions and Future Work 
In this paper we proposed a phonetic-based speller for Brazilian Portuguese, which should operate as a 
tool to pre-process texts of web corpus. It was investigated different techniques (phonetic algorithms), 
combining them in a pipeline design, trying to achieve a high precision while suggesting the correction 
(first and unique suggestion), without any further human intervention. 
Even implementing just part of the phonetic rules, the speller produced better results than one of the 
most known and used speller, the Aspell. However, it is important to remember that this comparative 
evaluation makes sense just if these spellers are applied as tools for automatic pre-processing of a corpus, 
as we are not considering the scenario where a speller interacts with human beings, like a tool embedded 
in a text editor. 
Besides completing the implementation of BP-rules, we plan to use more sophisticated heuristics to 
rank the suggestions generated through Levenshtein edition distance, in addition to the word frequency 
already used. For example, we plan to compute the distance in the keyboard to better ranking the typos. 
We also intend to specify the length of edition distance to be considered, according to the length of the 
wrong word. A bigger edition distance will be considered for long input words, and smaller edition dis-
tance will be considered for short words, because small words are more sensitive to editions than long 
ones. 
We have noted that using the full lexicon in the step of errors identification may hinder detection of 
many common errors. For example, if someone writes maça (an extremely rare correct word), the speller 
would not correct it to maçã or massa (very frequent words). Based on this evidence, we think it would be 
better to use the words’ frequency also in the step of generating suggestions for correction, depending on 
the genre of texts submitted to correction, as rare words are seldom used in informal genres. In such a 
way, misspelled words that coincidently match a rare word would not escape from correction. Finally, we 
expect that some ongoing extensions of Unitex-PB lexicon will impact positively the spell checker re-
sults. 
Another source of misspelling errors, not corrected by the speller, is one possibly related to the model 
or configuration of the keyboard. Some examples are words like “acao” (correct word is “ação”) and 
“aco” (correct word is “aço”). So, some heuristics could also be applied aiming to detect and give the 
correct suggestion for these cases. 
As future work we intend to test the speller in corpora of different genres, as we hypothesize that the 
more informal is the corpus genre, the greater the contribution of phonetic rules for the spell checker re-
sults. There is also one other effort regarding to the improvement of our phonetic algorithms pipeline. 
Actually we are considering substituting both BP phonetic rules and Soundex for a BP grapheme-
phoneme converter [12]. This converter is based on a hybrid approach which combines manually crafted 
rules and machine learning (decision trees). For this project, it has to be adapted for dealing with un-
known words. 
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